[Differential diagnosis of thalassemia syndromes].
In Sardinia, as in other areas with a high incidence of thalassemia syndromes, a prevention program based on the detection of healthy carriers through mass screening and on prenatal diagnosis in the at-risk couples has been in course for several years. The commonly adopted beta-thalassemia flow-chart consists of a first operative step involving simple and widely standardized tests: the estimation of red cell indices, the measurement of Hb A2 and Hb electrophoresis. These investigations permit the identification of the majority of the at-risk couples for beta-thalassemia. However, the not infrequent evidence of Hb A2 borderline levels, with or without microcytosis, isolated microcytosis or Hb F increased values, causes some problems in differential diagnosis, because these findings can indicate the presence of silent beta-thalassemic traits or other beta-thalassemic like states. A diagnostic definition of these unusual hematological phenotypes is particularly important for the identification of eventual at-risk couples. In this paper we report our data concerning the voluntary screening for beta-thalassemia carried out in North Sardinia. The operative flow-chart is shown. In a population with a high incidence of phenotypically heterogeneous thalassemic syndromes, such as that of Sardinia, differential diagnosis of thalassemic traits can require molecular studies. This molecular characterization, which could be carried out in specialized reference centers, is today absolutely necessary both for exact identification of at-risk couples and eventual prenatal diagnosis.